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Literati is now Credo Online Reference Service

Same reference e-book content
Same tools – Topic Pages, Mind Map, Image Search

New Interface!
New tools – Embeddable Entries, One-click Ready Reference Shelves & Real-time Reference Content
What is Credo Reference?

A first step into academic research, Credo Reference is an ideal place to bring beginning researchers.

Those students who have never used anything other than Google or Wikipedia will find a simple starting point for gathering fact-based background information, while being introduced to other library-endorsed content.
Credo Reference for LOUIS Members

- 800+ full-text reference e-books in 47 subject areas from over 100 publishers
- 10,000+ Topic Pages which open pathways to additional library resources
- 300,000 images – searchable and citable
- 1100 short videos & animations
Foundational General Reference Content

Core Collection content offers coverage in 47 subject areas for a true general reference experience. Full text content includes images and citations for every article.
Some of our 100+ Publishers

Multi-Publisher Content

Your Credo title list is made up of reference e-books from these trusted publishers and many more.
Platform & Technology

Topic Pages
Bookshelf
Mind Map
Audio & Translation
Permalinking & Embedding
Topic Pages

Start Research Here!

Topic Pages bring together the basic facts and overview articles on one topic from Credo titles and non-Credo e-resources from your library.
Bookshelf

Treat Credo like a bookshelf and read, link to or search individual titles.

Group titles by subject and search for favorite titles

Link to individual subject shelves with permalinks!
Mind Map

- Build context
- Build vocabulary
- See relationships between ideas
- Teach exploratory search
Translation, Saving, Sharing & Downloading
Permalinks

Link to any Credo page with permalinks. Found at the top of every screen as a link icon.
Embeddable Entries

Embed full text articles into your LMS. Credo will allow seamless access to content embedded in LMS or VLE.
Real-time Reference Content

Find unbiased Pro vs Con articles about trending topics in the news.
Thank you!